INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, vector space model (VSM) is also used to expressing information in text classification. This model can applies to any language theoretically which can split into words. Besides, documents are represented as vectors that the vectors consist of several keywords [1] . More clearly, this model represents unstructured text as vector, so that the text processing can be done by using computer technology and variety of mathematical methods.
The basic idea of traditional vector space model is that text is represented as words elements of vector. Similarity can be generated by calculating cosine value between the two vectors and that also used to text classification [2] . Besides, the traditional vector space model applies to text classification by using the exact word matching between user's inputs and the words in vector space. Moreover, the traditional vector space model suffers from two classical problems of synonymy and polysemy.
LSA(Latent Semantic Analysis), also known as LSI(Latent Semantic Index), is an indexing and retrieval model proposed by Scott Deerwester and Susan T. Dumais et al in 1988 [3] . This algorithm with the traditional vector space model, use vectors to represent the document, and generate vectors and documents similarity by calculating their cosine value. But with the difference of traditional vector space model, latent semantic analysis algorithm map the word and document matrix to latent semantic space, which improve accuracy of the information retrieval and remove some noise in original vector space [4] . Technically, LSA algorithm are based on space vector represent text as same as vector space model, but it reduce the dimension of the term-document matrix by SVD (Singular Value Decomposition), to eliminate the synonyms and polysemy, improve the accuracy of subsequent processing, achieve the purpose of remove noise and information filtering [5] .
In this paper, we propose a method that uses an improved LSA algorithm for text emotion classification on ISEAR (International Survey on Emotion Antecedents and Reactions) dataset. The training set according to text sentiment classification random extraction, constructed the termdocument matrix and get left singular matrix, singular values vector and right singular matrix after singular value decomposition. Besides, test dataset emotion classification completed by using improved latent semantic analysis algorithm. More specifically, right singular matrix clustered by emotion category and the new cluster centroid is the average vector for each emotion category; completed emotion classification for test set and compares with the standard latent semantic analysis algorithms. The experimental results show that the improved latent semantic analysis algorithms have high precision and recall as same as the original algorithm, the efficiency of text emotion classification improved 4 percentage points.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce more detail about mainly technologies and evaluation methods about emotion classification of text. Section 3 presents the key ideas of latent semantic analysis and our improved algorithm. Section 4 describes our experiments on ISEAR dataset and presents the result compare with the standard LSA algorithm. The last section summarizes our conclusion and future work.
II. METHOD AND EVALUATION FOR EMOTION CLASSIFICATION OF TEXT
In the text classification system based on vector space mode, text is represented as words elements of vector. Each word is given a weight according to its frequency [6] . Similarity can be generated by calculating cosine value between the two vectors. Besides, the similarity is computed by formula (1). 
where q=(w q1 ,w q2 ,…,w qm ) T , d=(w d1 ,w d2 ,…w dm ) T , m is the sum of words for the text set.w qj is the weight of words in w dj , and w dj is the weight of query in d j .
The main steps of emotion classification of text based on vector space model as follows:
• According to emotion categories of text, test set and training dataset generated by random extracting.
• Training set and test dataset split into words, and represent as words elements of vector.
• Emotion classification of test set completed by calculating similarity between test vector and training vector. The evaluation measures of text classification are similar to information retrieval, which contains precision and recall. [6] More specifically, precision is the number of correct classification of texts over the actual classification of texts, while recall is the number of correct classification texts which using text classification algorithm over the all of the classification texts. Besides, the precision, recall and F1 are computed by formula (2), formula (3) and formula (3). 
III. LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS ALGORITHM AND IMPROVEMENT

A. The key technologies of Latent Semantic Analysis
Algorithm LSA algorithm is an information retrieval algebraic model proposed by Scott Deerwester and Susan T. Dumais et al. The paper published has over twenty years, but there are still a large number of references. After twenty years of development and evolution, LSA has been quite comprehensive and mature. LSA algorithm is different from traditional natural language processing and artificial intelligence program; it does not use artificial dictionary, knowledge base and the semantic web. LSA algorithm consider inputs as the original text ,and the algorithm basic idea is map the term-document matrix to latent semantic space by using singular value decomposition [7] .
In fact, the LSA algorithm is a dimension reduction method for the VSM. This method is based on singular vector decomposition to decompose term-document matrix into left singular matrix, singular values vector and right singular matrix [8] . Table 1 describes more detail about term-document matrix. The process of singular vector decomposition, described as formula (5) and formula (6) .
where A is an m*n term-document matrix, a ij is the weight of the i-th word in j-th document. Formally, the singular value decomposition theorem states: 
B. Improvement of Latent Semantic Analysis Algorithm
Thorough singular vector decomposition to decompose term-document matrix into left singular matrix, singular values vector and right singular matrix. Each word and document could represent as left and right singular matrix. The term-term matrix and document-document matrix are represented in a same space. Figure 1 is the m*n matrix singular vector decomposition, k is the dimension of the singular value vector. In this paper, we propose a method that uses an improved LSA algorithm for emotion classification of text. More specifically, right singular matrix clustered by emotion categories and the new cluster centroid is the average vector for each emotion classification. For test dataset, it is convenient to get each emotion classification of text by calculating similarity of the average vector and test vector.
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The value for average vector is computed by formula (7).
where v denotes the average vector and the new cluster centroid; m is the number of texts for each emotion category in training set; the training set is represented as
Emotion classification for test dataset, first it is transformed into vector D q by formula (8) . X q denotes the columns of test dataset and every column denotes a test textual; T denotes left singular matrix while S denotes right singular matrix after singular value decomposition; S -1 denotes the inverse matrix of S.
For emotion classification of text, only calculate similarity between vector and vector by using improved LSA algorithm. More specifically, the value for similarity is computed by formula (9) . 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For the experiments, we use ISEAR (International Survey on Emotion Antecedents and Reactions) dataset [11] . This dataset consists of 7666 textual pieces tagged with the most appropriate of seven major emotions (joy, fear, anger, sadness, disgust, shame, and guilt).
A. Data preprocessing
ISEAR dataset provides Microsoft Access mdb file and Clementine SPSS sav file. In our experiments, we use mdb file that provides persistence data through ODBC (Open Database Connectivity). More importantly, the main task of data preprocessing is that remove non ACSII character. After this, ISEAR dataset have valid records for 7581. 
B. Generation of Latent Semantic Space
For the experiments, we randomly select 60 for each category of emotions. The training set consists of 420 records with 7 emotions. Besides, we use GNU (GNU's Not Unix) C++ and Scientific Library in our environment of experiment.
C. Emotion Classification and Results
After constructed latent semantic space, we randomly select 100 for each category of emotions that consists of test dataset. Besides, Table 3 is the results of text emotion classification base on improved LSA algorithm for the test dataset. Training set has 420 records while test dataset has 700 records. Besides, the term-document has 1515 rows and 420 columns. Moreover, the singular value dimension is 200. More specifically, the standard LSA algorithm consumes 4 hours and 41 minutes while the improved algorithm consumes 4 hours and 29 minutes. Figure 2 shows the comparison between improved LSA algorithm and standard LSA algorithm, which both have similar F1. More importantly, the experimental results show that the improved latent semantic analysis algorithms have high precision and recall rate as same as the original algorithm, the efficiency of text emotion classification improved 4 percentage points.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented our proposed improved LSA algorithm for emotion classification of text. On one hand, we use LSA algorithm to emotion classification of text and make detail analysis of algorithm principle. On the other hand, the proposed method could apply to emotion classification of text. Evaluation by precision, recall and F1 on the ISEAR dataset shows a promising result. Our improved LSA algorithm improves 4 percentage points for efficiency of text emotion classification.
This method could be further improved by using a better dimension reduction method such as PLSA, and by taking into account more emotional information. Besides, we will also learn more efficiently from a spare training dataset.
